
TIPS FOR FUNCTIONAL KITCHEN 
 
the most significant transition in a house can probably be seen in the kitchen. A kitchen 
that no longer provides the service needed by the time will be easy subject for 
remodeling. It is also  a place to receive detailed orders, because various facilities and 
things of different size and use gather there. Some prefer hanging cupboards over the 
sink for more storage, while others prefer outside light and breeze without them. 
 
"Hanging Cupboards" 
It will be inconvenient if they are too high. If they are low, it limits the position of the 
window despite its easy of use. Skylight or horizontally-long window might be a good 
complement in this case. 
 
"Sink" 
Needs vary according to the person who uses it. If a husband stands, a sink should 
probably be set high. In the case kids help doing dishes, it is preferably low. Isn't there 
any kitchen suitable and convenient for every member of a family? You might like use 
it while sitting in a chair it when exhausted. Once I had a order for a 
wheelchair-accessible kitchen, but it costed a lot. If a sort of "sit-chen" become more 
affordable, it will become less painful for elderly people living alone to do the kitchen 
work.  
 
"Service Table" 
Often we come across a house without a service table. A cooking table will soon be 
occupied by home electronics and cookwares added and multiplied every year. Putting a 
service table and placing a microwave, a toaster, or a blender in certain positions will 
prevent them from being neglected because it bothers to take them out from the 
cupboard. A lower service table might help disciplining kids, making it easier for them 
to prepare and cleanup for every dining. 
 
"Cold Dark Place" 
The more beautiful a kitchen gets, the more noticeable the need for a space where you 
can put garbage, muddy vegetables, or pickles. Facilities doing background work such 
as pre-washing sink is necessary near backdoor. What you really need and don't will 
loom out of analyzing everyday's work procedure. Why not giving your lifestyle a 
chance to "diet"? 


